LCV Change the Climate 2020 - New Hampshire
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NH’s ski economy lost $48M from 2001 to 2016 due to warm winters. Each 2020 presidential candidate must commit to climate action to save our winters.
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We’re racing against the clock to stop the climate crisis. The next president must be committed to serious actions to build a more just and sustainable economy on Day One.
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Paid for by League of Conservation Voters; leveters NH primary voters say that climate is their second-most important issue. New ... more
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NH’s ski economy lost $48M from 2001 to 2016 due to warm winters. Each 2020 presidential candidate must commit to climate action to save our winters.
Lake Mead provides water for millions, and water levels have dropped 60% since 2000 because of conditions worsened by climate change.

In 2018, solar created 3,028 jobs in Clark County alone. Each 2020 presidential candidate should commit to a 100% clean energy economy.